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Abstract

We generalise an interval-related interpolation theorem about abstract-time In-
terval Temporal Logic (ITL, [Mos85, Dut95]), which was first obtained in [Gue01].
The generalisation is based on the abstract-time variant of a projection operator in
the Duration Calculus (DC , [ZCR91, HC97,?]), which was introduced in [Hun99]
and later studied extensively in [GH02]. We propose a way to understand interpola-
tion in the context of formal verification. We give an example showing that, unlike
abstract-timeITL, DC does not have the Craig interpolation property in general,
and establish a special form of Craig interpolation for abstract-timeDC . Explicit
definability after Beth is known to be strongly related to Craig interpolation in
general. We show a limitation of a different kind to the scope of Beth definabil-
ity in ITL by a counterexample too. We call the generalisation of interval-related
interpolation that we presentprojection-relatedinterpolation. TheDC -specific
restrictions apply to it too. We show that both Craig and projection-related inter-
polation hold about thedP e-subset ofDC without such restrictions. Our proofs
of these theorems for thedP e-subset entail algorithms for the construction of the
interpolants.

Keywords: duration calculus, projection, Craig interpolation.

1 Introduction

The classical interpolation theorem of Craig (cf. e.g. [CK73]) states that ifϕ ⇒ ψ
is a valid first-order predicate logic formula, then there exists a first-order formulaθ
built using only non-logical symbols occurring in bothϕ andψ and, possibly, equality,
such that the formulasϕ ⇒ θ andθ ⇒ ψ are valid too. A formulaθ with this property
is called aninterpolantbetweenϕ andψ. Similar statements apply to numerous non-
classical and modal logics. Many examples can be found in the literature. A book is
forthcoming [GM03].

Abstract-time interval temporal logics admit interpolation theorems whose form is
specific to their temporal semantics and differs from that of Craig’s theorem. Some
such theorems were proposed in [Gue01]. In these theorems the partsϕ andψ are
written using a shared vocabulary of rigid symbols and disjoint copies of the same
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vocabulary of flexible symbols. Instead of having shared flexible symbols between
ϕ andψ, it is required that the pairs of corresponding flexible symbols from the two
copies of the vocabulary used to writeϕ andψ evaluate to the same constants, functions
and relationswithin some specified subinterval of time. Given that, it is shown that
interpolants betweenϕ andψ can be restricted to specify properties of the considered
subinterval of time only. The interpretation proposed in Section 7 may give some
intuition on this setting.

Let the languages built using the two copies of the flexible symbol vocabulary men-
tioned above be calledL1 andL2, respectively. Let, given a formulaα from L1, the
result of replacing its flexible symbols except the flexible constant` (see the definition
of ITL in Section 2) by their counterparts fromL2 be denoted byα′. Let Φ be a finite
set of formulas fromL1. Letϕ andψ be inL1 too. Letc0, c1 andc2 be rigid constants,
which are shared byL1 andL2. Then in the case ofITL the interpolated formula has
the form

(
` = c1;

∧

χ∈Φ

2∀(χ ⇔ χ′)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

; ` = c2

) ∧ ` = c0 ⇒ (ϕ ⇒ ψ′), (1)

where∀ denotes the universal closure of its argument formula. The antecedent of the
implication (1) is to express that the formulas fromΦ are equivalent to their counter-
parts fromL2 within the interval defined usingc0, c1 andc2. In particular,Φ can be
chosen to consist of atomic formulas so that the above antecedent would express the
equality of the interpretations of the corresponding pairs of flexible symbols fromL1

andL2 within this interval. According to a theorem from [Gue01], if (1) is valid in
ITL, then there exists a formulaθ in L1 such that the formulas

(` = c0 ∧ c1 + c2 ≤ c0) ⇒ (ϕ ⇒ (` = c1; θ; ` = c2))

and

(` = c1; θ; ` = c2) ∧ ` = c0 ⇒ ψ

are valid too. Note that here the interpolantθ occurs in the same context asA from (1)
which can be used to express the equality of interpretations of pairs of corresponding
flexible symbols. This wayθ is restricted to specify a property of the subinterval of
the reference interval where this equality is supposed to hold. It can be additionally
restricted to contain only non-logical symbols occurring in bothϕ andψ. The theorem
as in [Gue01] does not include this restriction, but it can be included using almost the
same proofs. Thus the Craig and the interval-related conditions get combined.

Obviously, conjunctions of contexts of the kind(` = c1; [ ]; ` = c2) ∧ ` = c0 can
form more complex antecedents

∧
j∈J

(
` = c1,j ;

∧
χ∈Φj

2∀(χ ⇔ χ′); ` = c2,j

) ∧ ` = c0 ⇒ . . .

in the interpolated formulas, and, following the pattern of the proofs from [Gue01], it
can be shown that implications with such antecedents can be interpolated by appropri-
ate vector interpolants〈θj : j ∈ J〉, with a component formulaθj to occur in each of
the contexts(` = c1,j ; [ ]; ` = c2,j) ∧ ` = c0.
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In this paper we present a more flexible generalisation of interval-related interpo-
lation. In this new form the subintervals where pairs of corresponding symbols from
the two copies of the considered vocabulary are required to have identical interpreta-
tions are specified by a means of the interpretation of a distinguished flexible symbol,
the positions of these intervals can vary according to the interpretation of this symbol
and the interpolant is a single formula. Thus it is achieved that the involvement of the
2 × |J | parameter constantsc1,j , c2,j , j ∈ J , if needed for this purpose only, can be
avoided.

The kind of flexible non-logical symbol that we use to specify the subintervals in
question is a Duration Calculus (DC , [ZCR91])state variable. State variables are the
basic ingredient used to extendITL to DC . They are interpreted as boolean functions
on time points, unlike the other flexible non-logicalITL symbols, which depend on
intervalsfor their interpretations. State variables are restricted to evaluate to functions
which have thefinite variability property. This means that, given a state variable,
every bounded interval of time can be partitioned into finitely many subintervals within
each of which the state variable evaluates to a constant. This makes state variables
appropriate to specify finite sequences of subintervals.DC allows the formation of
boolean combinations of state variables calledstate expressions.

In [Hun99],DC was extended by aprojectionoperator which, given a formulaϕ
and a state expressionS, returns the truth value ofϕ at the interval obtained by glu-
ing the parts of the reference interval whereS holds, with the interpretations of the
non-logical symbols occurring inϕ transferred from that original reference interval.
In this settingϕ is called theprojected formulaand the interval at which it is evalu-
ated is called theprojected interval. This kind of projection inDC can be viewed as
analogous to the operatorΠ which was introduced to discrete-timeITL in [HM83].
It greatly facilitates the specification of interleaving. An extensive study of projection
onto state inDC can be found in [GH02]. Another group of projection operators for
ITL andDC which take formulas instead of state expressions to define their projected
intervals have been introduced and studied in [Mos86, Mos95, Jif99, BT03, Gue04].
We call the projection operators from [HM83] and [Hun99] projectiononto stateto
distinguish them from those other ones. Formulas in the scope of a projection operator
can obviously specify only properties of the parts of the reference interval which par-
ticipate in the construction of the projected interval. That is why we use projection as
a context to restrict interpolants in generalised interval-related interpolation.

In case the Craig interpolant for an implicationϕ ⇒ ψ can be chosen depend-
ing only onϕ, the respective logic is said to have theuniform interpolation property.
Classical propositional logic has uniform interpolation, but first-order predicate logic
does not. We prove both uniform Craig interpolation in its standard form and uniform
projection-related interpolation for thedP e-subset of the extensionDC ∗ of DC by
iteration. We show that interpolants can be found constructively in this subset.

Structure of the paper. We first give brief formal definitions of abstract-timeITL
and abstract-timeDC and projection onto state inDC . We only define projection
on the subset ofDC where state variables are the only kind of flexible non-logical
symbols. We establish a specialised form of Craig interpolation forDC by translating
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DC into a suitableω-theory in some appropriately extendedITL vocabulary. This
form is weaker than the standard one for Craig interpolation. We show that Craig
interpolation does not hold forDC in its stronger form.

We prove projection-related interpolation forDC by reducing it to this specialised
form of Craig interpolation. Then we prove Craig interpolation and projection-related
interpolation for thedP e-subset ofDC ∗ without the weakening from the predicate
case. Finally we give some comments on the connection between explicit definabil-
ity after Beth and interval-related interpolation, propose a possible interpretation of
the main results, point to related work on hybrid logics (see [HyL]), and make some
concluding remarks.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Interval temporal logic

Interval Temporal Logic (ITL) was first introduced for the case of discrete time in
[HM83, Mos85]. It is a classical first-order modal logic with a fixed domain and one
normal binary modality(.; .), known aschop. Results in this paper apply to its abstract-
time variant [Dut95]. The preliminaries below are about this system.

2.1.1 Languages

Given a first-order vocabulary ofconstant symbolsc, d, . . . , function symbolsf , g, . . . ,
relation symbolsR, . . . , and countably manyindividual variablesx, y, . . . , termst and
formulasϕ in the correspondingITL language are defined by the BNFs:

t ::= c | x | f(t, . . . , t)
ϕ ::= ⊥ | R(t, . . . , t) | ϕ ⇒ ϕ | (ϕ; ϕ) | ∃xϕ
Non-logical symbols are eitherrigid or flexible, depending on the type of their

interpretation, as it becomes clear below. Formulas built using only rigid symbols
are called rigid too. EveryITL vocabulary contains the rigid constant0, the flexible
constant̀ , the rigid binary function symbol+ and equality=.

2.1.2 Frames, models and satisfaction

A time domainis a linearly ordered set. Given a time domain〈T,≤〉, we denote the
set{[τ1, τ2] : τ1, τ2 ∈ T, τ1 ≤ τ2} by I(T ). Givenσ1, σ2 ∈ I(T ) such thatmax σ1 =
min σ2, we denoteσ1 ∪ σ2 by σ1; σ2. A duration domainis a system of the type
〈D, 0(0),+(2)〉 which satisfies the following axioms:

(D1) x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z
(D2) x + 0 = x, 0 + x = x
(D3) x + y = x + z ⇒ y = z, x + z = y + z ⇒ x = y
(D4) x + y = 0 ⇒ x = 0
(D5) ∃z(x + z = y ∨ y + z = x), ∃z(z + x = y ∨ z + y = x)

Given a time domain〈T,≤〉 and a duration domain〈D, 0,+〉, a function
m : I(T ) → D is called ameasure function, if the following properties hold for all
σ, σ′ ∈ I(T ):
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(M1) min σ = min σ′ ∧m(σ) = m(σ′) ⇒ maxσ = max σ′

(M2) m(σ; σ′) = m(σ) + m(σ′)
(M3) m(σ) = x + y ⇒ ∃τ ∈ σ m([min σ, τ ]) = x

An ITL frameis a tuple of the form〈〈T,≤〉, 〈D, 0, +〉,m〉 where〈T,≤〉 is a time
domain,〈D, 0, +〉 is a duration domain andm : I(T ) → D is a measure function.

Given anITL frameF with its components named as above, and anITL language
L, a functionI on the vocabulary ofL is aninterpretation ofL into F , if it satisfies the
following conditions:
◦ I(c) ∈ D, I(f) : Dn → D, andI(R) : Dn → {0, 1} for rigid constant

symbolsc, n-ary rigid function symbolsf and relation symbolsR
◦ I(c) : I(T ) → D, I(f) : I(T )×Dn → D, andI(R) : I(T )×Dn → {0, 1}

for the corresponding kinds of flexible symbols;
◦ I(x) ∈ D for individual variablesx;
◦ I(=) is =, I(0) = 0, I(+) = +, andI(`) = m.

Given anITL languageL, anITL model forL is a pair of the form〈F, I〉 where
F is anITL frame andI is an interpretation ofL into F . Given anITL languageL, a
modelM = 〈〈T,≤〉, 〈D, 0, +〉,m, I〉 for it, and an intervalσ ∈ I(T ), the valueIσ(t)
of termst in L is defined by induction on the construction oft as follows:
Iσ(x) = I(x) for individual variablesx
Iσ(c) = I(c) for rigid constantsc
Iσ(c) = I(c)(σ) for flexible constantsc
Iσ(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = I(f)(Iσ(t1), . . . , Iσ(tn)) for rigid n-placef
Iσ(f(t1, . . . , tn)) = I(f)(σ, Iσ(t1), . . . , Iσ(tn)) for flexiblen-placef

Given an interpretationI of an ITL languageL into a frameF , a symbols from L
and an objecta of the type ofs in F , we denote the interpretation which assignsa to
s and is equal toI for all the other symbols fromL by Ia

s . The relationM, σ |= ϕ
whereM = 〈F, I〉 is anITL model for some languageL which containsϕ andσ ∈
I(T ) is defined by induction on the construction ofϕ as follows (we assume that the
components ofF are named as above):
M,σ 6|= ⊥
M,σ |= R(t1, . . . , tn) iff I(R)(Iσ(t1), . . . , Iσ(tn)) = 1, for rigid n-placeR
M,σ |= R(t1, . . . , tn) iff I(R)(σ, Iσ(t1), . . . , Iσ(tn)) = 1, for flexibleR
M,σ |= ϕ ⇒ ψ iff either M, σ |= ψ or M,σ 6|= ϕ
M,σ |= (ϕ; ψ) iff M, σ1 |= ϕ andM,σ2 |= ψ

for someσ1, σ2 ∈ I(T ) such thatσ1;σ2 = σ
M, σ |= ∃xϕ iff 〈F, Ia

x〉, σ |= ϕ for somea ∈ D
Given a frameF , we denote its components by〈TF ,≤F 〉, 〈DF , 0F , +F 〉 andmF ,
respectively.

2.1.3 Abbreviations

First-order logic abbreviations and infix notation are used inITL in the ordinary way.
These include>, ¬, ∧, ∨,⇔ and∀. The following abbreviations, are specific to(.; .):

3ϕ  (>; ϕ;>) , 2ϕ  ¬3¬ϕ ,

(ϕ1;ϕ2; . . . ; ϕn)  (ϕ1; . . . ; (ϕn−1; ϕn) . . .) ,
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ϕ0  ` = 0 , ϕk+1  (ϕ;ϕk) .

Note that we use the abbreviations3 and2 in the way that is common to the literature
onDC , which is different from the convention adopted in the literature on discrete-time
ITL. The relation symbol≤ is usually defined inITL by the clause

x ≤ y  ∃z(x + z = y) .

We use one more abbreviation in this paper:
{
t
}k  (t = 0 ∨ t = `)k .

It is meant to be used mostly with duration terms
∫

S. At intervals of non-zero length,

the formula
{∫

S
}k

restrictsS to change at mostk − 1 times.

2.1.4 Proof system

The Hilbert-style proof system forITL below was proved complete for abstract-time
ITL in [Dut95].
(A1) (ϕ; ψ) ∧ ¬(χ; ψ) ⇒ (ϕ ∧ ¬χ;ψ), (ϕ; ψ) ∧ ¬(ϕ; χ) ⇒ (ϕ; ψ ∧ ¬χ)
(A2) ((ϕ;ψ); χ) ⇔ (ϕ; (ψ; χ))
(B) (∃xϕ; ψ) ⇒ ∃x(ϕ; ψ), (ψ;∃xϕ) ⇒ ∃x(ψ; ϕ), if x is not free inψ
(R) (ϕ; ψ) ⇒ ϕ, (ψ;ϕ) ⇒ ϕ, if ϕ is rigid
(L1) (` = x; ϕ) ⇒ ¬(` = x;¬ϕ), (ϕ; ` = x) ⇒ ¬(¬ϕ; ` = x)
(L2) (` = x; ` = y) ⇔ ` = x + y
(L3) ϕ ⇒ (` = 0;ϕ), ϕ ⇒ (ϕ; ` = 0)
(N)

ϕ

¬(¬ϕ; ψ)
,

ϕ

¬(ψ;¬ϕ)

(Mono)
ϕ ⇒ ψ

(ϕ; χ) ⇒ (ψ; χ)
,

ϕ ⇒ ψ

(χ; ϕ) ⇒ (χ; ψ)
The system also includes axioms and rules for first-order logic with equality and the
axiomsD1-D5 about duration domains. Substitution[t/x]ϕ of individual variablex
by termt in formulaϕ is allowed in axiom and rule instances only if eithert is rigid or
x does not occur in the scope of(.; .) in ϕ.

Sequent systems forITL cannot be cut-free, because the propositional subset of
ITL is undecidable [Ras02].

2.2 Abstract-time duration calculus

DC was first introduced for the case of real time in [ZCR91]. A comprehensive survey
of DC can be found in [HC97]. Abstract-timeDC was introduced in [Gue98].

2.2.1 Languages

A DC vocabulary is an extension of anITL vocabulary by a set ofstate variablesP ,
Q, . . . . State variables are used to constructstate expressionsS, which are defined by
the BNF:

S ::= 0 | P | S ⇒ S
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The syntax ofDC formulas is the same as that forITL formulas, except for the terms
occurring in them. The syntax ofDC termst includesduration terms

∫
S, which are

formed using state expressions:

t ::= c | x | ∫
S | f(t, . . . , t)

We denote the set of state variables occurring in aDC state expression, term or formula
E by SV (E).

2.2.2 Frames, models and satisfaction

Abstract-timeDC frames are the same as abstract-timeITL frames. Given a frame
〈〈T,≤〉, 〈D, 0, +〉,m〉 and a languageL, a DC interpretationI of the vocabulary of
L into F is like anITL interpretation on theITL non-logical symbols inL, and maps
every state variableP to a functionI(P ) : T → {0, 1}. I(P ) is required to have the
following finite variability property:

For everyσ ∈ I(T ) there exist ann < ω andσ1, . . . ,σn ∈ I(T ) such that
σ = σ1; . . . ; σn andI(P ) is constant on[min σi, max σi), i = 1, . . . , n.

DC models are likeITL models, the only difference being that their second com-
ponent is aDC interpretation and therefore assigns values to state variables too. The
following equalities define the valueIτ (S) of a state expressionS at timeτ ∈ T under
interpretationI:

Iτ (0) = 0
Iτ (P ) = I(P )(τ) for state variablesP
Iτ (S1 ⇒ S2) = max{1− Iτ (S1), Iτ (S2)}

We use the following technical definition to extendIσ to duration terms:

Definition 1 Let h : T → {0, 1} have the finite variability property andσ ∈ I(T ).
Givenσ1, . . . ,σn ∈ I(T ) such thatσ = σ1; . . . ; σn andh is constant on[min σi,max σi),
i = 1, . . . , n, we put

max σ∫
min σ

h(τ)dτ =
∑

i=1,...,n, Iminσi
(S)=1

m(σi).

The value of
max σ∫
min σ

h(τ)dτ defined above obviously does not depend on the particular

choice ofσ1, . . . ,σn. Finite variability propagates from the interpretations of the state
variables to the functionsλτ.Iτ (S) whereS is a state expression. We put

Iσ(
∫

S) =
max σ∫
min σ

I(S)(τ)dτ.

The clauses aboutIσ on other kinds of terms and those about|= are like inITL.
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2.2.3 Abbreviations

The connectives¬, ∨, ∧ and⇔ are used as abbreviations in state expressions in the
usual way. The following abbreviations are also frequently used:

1  0 ⇒ 0, dSe 
∫

S = ` ∧ ` 6= 0.

The flexible constant̀ can be regarded as abbreviation for
∫

1 in DC .

2.2.4 Proof system

Abstract-timeDC is a conservative extension toITL. An ω-complete proof system
for it was first presented in [Gue98]. It was obtained by adding several axioms and an
ω-rule to the proof system forITL known from [Dut95]. Theω-rule can be regarded
as an explicit formulation of the intended deductive power of the induction rules from
the proof system for real-timeDC from [HC92]. Various forms of the rule and the list
of axioms can be chosen to obtain such anω-complete system. In the rest of this paper
we employ the following variant, which is convenient to prove our results:

(ω′)
∀k < ω [

{∫
S

}k
/R]α

[>/R]α
(DC0) ` = 0 ⇒ ∫

S = 0
(DC1)

∫
0 = 0

(DC2′)
∫

S1 = 0 ∨ ∫
S2 = ` ⇒ ∫

(S1 ⇒ S2) = `
(DC3′)

∫
S1 = ` ∧ ∫

S2 = 0 ⇒ ∫
(S1 ⇒ S2) = 0

(DC4′) (
∫

S = x;
∫

S = y) ⇒ ∫
S = x + y

In (ω′) above,R denotes an arbitrary0-place (flexible) relation symbol. The items
marked by′ above are different from those in the system from [Gue98].

2.2.5 Real-timeDC

Let R+ be the set of the non-negative reals andFR be the real-time-based frame

〈〈R,≤R〉, 〈R+, 0R, +R〉, λσ ∈ I(R). maxσ −min σ〉.
Real-timeDC , as it was originally introduced in [ZCR91], can be regarded as theDC
theory ofFR. The completeness of a finitary Hilbert-style proof system for real-time
DC relative to theITL theory ofFR was first demonstrated in [HC92].

3 Projection onto state in abstract-timeDC

In this paper we present projection-related interpolation forDC vocabularies whose
flexible symbols arè and state variables only. The original definition of projection
onto state in [Hun99] was restricted to state variables too and applied to the case of real
time. The definition in [GH02] applies to real time and vocabularies with all kinds of
non-logical symbols. To achieve it as a generalisation of the definition from [Hun99],
the introspectivity of projection had to be sacrificed, in order to preserve composition-
ality. Yet introspectivity is inherent to the intended meaning of our generalisation of
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interval-related interpolation. To keep projection introspective, we have restored the
restriction to state variables in this paper. The definition of projection onto state we
adopt here is an abstract-time variant of that from [GH02], simplified considerably
thanks to the restored restriction. It can be viewed as an abstract-time variant of the
original definition from [Hun99] as well.

DC projection formulas have the form(ϕ/S) whereϕ is a formula andS is a state
expression. We need some auxiliary notation in order to define|= on the new kind of
formulas. Let〈F, I〉 be a model for theDC languageL whose only flexible symbols
are` and state variables.

Definition 2 Let σ ∈ I(TF ), andh : TF → {0, 1} have the finite variability property.
We defineσh ∈ I(TF ) by the conditions

min σh = min σ and mF (σh) =
max σ∫
min σ

h(τ)dτ.

In words,σh is an initial subinterval ofσ which has the duration ofh in σ as its total
duration.

We define the interpretationIσ,h on state variablesP from L into F by the clauses
Iσ,h(P )(τ ′) = I(P )(τ) for τ ′ ∈ [min σh,max σh),

if m([min σ, τ ′]) =
τ∫

min σ

h(τ ′′)dτ ′′ andh(τ) = 1;

Iσ,h(P )(maxσh) = I(P )(maxσ).
We putIσ,h(`) = mF andIσ,h(s) = I(s) for all rigid symbolss.

We are not interested in definingIσ,h(P ) outsideσh, because this would be irrelevant
to the definition of the relation|= for projection formulas to follow. The interpretation
Iσ,h on σh is obtained by “gluing” the parts ofI on the subintervals ofσ whereh

evaluates to1. An exception is made for the case of
max σ∫
min σ

h(τ)dτ = 0, which, however,

has no effect on the values of duration terms at subintervals ofσh underIσ,h. The
conditionh(τ) = 1 on τ in the last clause of the definition ofIσ,h is in order to make
the choice ofτ unambiguous: Bounded maximal subintervals at whichh evaluates to0

have the form[τ1, τ2). Given such a subinterval[τ1, τ2),
τ∫

min σ

h(τ ′′)dτ ′′ is the same for

all τ ∈ [τ1, τ2]. However, the onlyτ ∈ [τ1, τ2] such thath(τ) = 1 is τ2 and the clause
about the value ofIσ,h(P )(τ ′) for τ ′ ∈ [min σh, maxσh) selects this time point.

Given a formulaϕ and a state expressionH, we put

〈F, I〉, σ |= (ϕ/H) iff 〈F, Iσ,λτ.Iτ (H)〉, σλτ.Iτ (H) |= ϕ.

This means, that(ϕ/H) holds at reference intervalσ iff ϕ holds at the intervalσh

obtained by clipping off the parts ofσ which do not satisfyH and preserving the
values of all state variables in the remaining parts, which satisfyH. Some applications
of the operator can be found in [GH02].
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S′

S

H

σ

Figure 1: σ |= (2∀x((
∫

S = x) ⇔ (
∫

S′ = x))/H), or, equivalently,σ |= ` =∫
(H ⇒ (S ⇔ S′)).

4 Interpolation in abstract-time DC

The main result in this paper is an interpolation theorem for formulas of the kind
(( ∧

χ∈Φ

2∀(χ ⇔ χ′)
)
/H

) ⇒ (ϕ ⇒ ψ′) (2)

where(.)′ stands for the result of replacing the flexible symbols of the vocabulary of
ϕ, ψ and the formulas fromΦ, by corresponding ones from a disjoint vocabulary, like
in the introduction. To illustrate (2), Figure 4 shows the simultaneous behaviour of the
statesS andS′, which satisfy the instance of the antecedent of (2) forΦ = {∫ S = x}
at the reference intervalσ.

Following the pattern from earlier work given in the introduction, it would be natu-
ral to expect that forΦ, H, ϕ andψ such that (2) is a valid formula inDC there exists
a formulaθ of some accordingly restricted form such that

ϕ ⇒ θ and θ ⇒ ψ

are valid too. For example, let:

D  (` ≤ 1; dHe ∧ ` ≥ 1;>; dHe),
A  2(

∫
P ≥ 1 ⇒ (>; dQe)) ∧2¬(dQe; d¬Qe),

B  (dP ′e ∧ ` = 2;>) ⇒ (>; dQ′e),
I  (>; (

∫
P = 1/H);>).

Then
∧

X∈{P,Q}
2∀z(

∫
X = z ⇔ ∫

X ′ = z/H) ⇒ (D ⇒ (A ⇒ B)) (3)

is a valid formula which is interpolated byD ∧ I, because the formulas

D ∧A ⇒ D ∧ I andD ∧ [P ′/P ]I ⇒ B

are valid too. Note that the occurrences ofP andQ in both the equivalences in (3) and
the interpolantD ∧ I are in the scope of(./H).
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In this paper we prove an interpolation theorem for implications of the form (2)
with the restriction on the interpolantsθ to have all the variablesP ∈ SV (θ) \SV (H)
occurring only in the scope of(./H). We obtain the theorem as a corollary of Craig
interpolation, which holds forDC in a weak form. Before deriving the theorem about
valid implications of the form (2), we prove Craig interpolation forDC in this form.
Before doing this, we show that Craig interpolation does not hold forDC in its standard
and stronger form known from first-order predicate logic. The counterexample (infor-
mally) explains the choice of weakening we make, in order to obtain a sound Craig
interpolation theorem. The interpolation theorem for the implications (2) inherits the
weaking condition from the weak Craig interpolation theorem which we use to derive
it. Despite that, it achieves the increase of flexibility described in the introduction.

Here follows a counterexample to Craig’s interpolation property inDC . Let P be
a state variable. Consider aDC interpretationI into the real-time-based frameFR

which satisfiesI(1) = 1R. Let A denote the conjunction:
(` = 1 ∧ dP e;>)∧ the reference intervalσ has an initial subin-

terval of length1 whereP holds and
2¬(` = 1 ∧ dP e; ` = 1 ∧ ¬d¬P e)∧ if a dP e-subinterval ofσ of length1 ends at

least1 time unit earlier thanσ itself, then it
is followed by ad¬P e-subinterval ofσ of
length1 and

2¬(` = 1 ∧ d¬P e; ` = 1 ∧ ¬dP e) if a d¬P e-subinterval ofσ of length1 ends
at least1 time unit earlier thanσ itself, then
it is followed by adP e-subinterval ofσ of
length1.

Clearly 〈FR, I〉, σ |= A ∧ (>; ` = 1 ∧ d¬P e) only if the duration ofσ is an even
positive integer, that is,max σ−min σ ∈ {2k : k ∈ N}. Let Q be a state variable that
is distinct fromP . A direct check shows that:

|=DC A ∧ (>; ` = 1 ∧ d¬P e) ⇒ ([Q/P ]A ⇒ (>; ` = 1 ∧ d¬Qe)) (4)

To interpolate this valid formula, we can use no other flexible symbol but`. However,
no state variable-freeDC formulaθ satisfies both

|=DC A ∧ (>; ` = 1 ∧ d¬P e) ⇒ θ and |=DC θ ∧A ⇒ (>; ` = 1 ∧ d¬P e), (5)

nor variants of these written with, e.g.,Q instead ofP . This is so, because the satisfac-
tion of aDC formulaθ built using` only at 〈FR, I〉, σ depends only on the duration
max σ −min σ of σ, and for every suchθ the set

`(θ) = {max σ −min σ : 〈FR, I〉, σ |= θ}
can be represented as the union of finitely many intervals inR+. Hence obviously
{2k : k ∈ N} cannot bè (θ) for aθ of this form. The possibility to represent`(θ) this
way is entailed by the following simple proposition:

Proposition 3 Letθ have the syntax

t ::= 0 | 1 | ` | t + t

11



θ ::= ⊥ | t ≤ t | θ ⇒ θ | (θ; θ) | ∃xθ

Thenθ has a quantifier-free and(.; .)-free equivalent over〈FR, I〉.
Proof: Every quantifier-free and(.; .)-free formula built using the individual variables
from some fixed finite setX and` is equivalent to one of the form

m∨
i=1

ni∧
j=1

∑
x∈X∪{`}

ai,j,xx ≺ ∑
x∈X∪{`}

bi,j,xx (6)

where≺∈ {≤, <}, ai,j,x andbi,j,x are natural numbers, andax stands forx + · · ·+ x︸ ︷︷ ︸
a times

.

If a formula θ is of the form (6), then finding an equivalent to∃xθ in the same form
for a x ∈ X amounts to expressing a condition for the existence of a solutionx to the
system of linear inequalities (6) with the variables fromx \X and` as parameters by
another system of linear inequalities on these parameters. To eliminate(.; .) we use
that

|=DC (θ1; θ2) ⇔ ∃x∃y(` = x + y ∧ 0 ≤ x ∧ 0 ≤ y ∧ [x/`]θ1 ∧ [y/`]θ2) ,

provided thatx, y 6∈ FV (θ1), FV (θ2) andθ1 andθ2 are(.; .) - and∃-free themselves.
a

Next in this section comes an appropriately restricted form of the Craig interpo-
lation theorem forDC with abstract time. Its proof follows the pattern of the proof
of Craig’s theorem about first-order classical predicate logic in [CK73] and the proof
of interval-related interpolation theorems in [Gue01]. We first translate abstract-time
DC into a suitableω-theory inITL. The translation is similar to the one involved in
the proof of relative completeness of the finitary proof system for real-timeDC first
presented in [HC92]. TheITL ω-theory we translate into needs only finitely many
instances of its non-logical axioms and rule to axiomatise. After presenting the transla-
tion we show how the expressibility of projection in the chosen subset ofDC enables
a projection-related interpolation theorem to be proved as a corollary to Craig interpo-
lation.

4.1 Abstract-time DC as anω-theory in ITL

Duration terms are essentially a system of flexible constants with constraints on their
values that follow from their being representations of the durations of state expressions.
The translation ofDC into an ITL theory utilises the possibility to do with finitely
many such constants for all the duration terms that can be built using a finite set of
state variables. The constraints on the constants can be formulated as axioms and rules
of a correspondingITL theory that can be obtained as the translations of the axioms
DC0, DC1, DC2′, DC3′ andDC3′, and the ruleω′ about duration terms from the
proof system forDC given in Section 2.2. We denote this translation byt. Here follows
its definition:

Definition 4 Given a state expressionS in a DC languageL, we denote the class of
the state expressionsS′ in L which are propositionally equivalent toS by [S]. Let `[S]

12



be a fresh flexible constant for every such set of state expressions[S] in L. We denote
theITL language built using the flexible constants`[S], and all the non-logical symbols
of L, except the state variables, byLITL.

Given a termt from L, t(t) is the result of replacing every occurrence of a duration
term

∫
S in t by the corresponding flexible constant`[S]. Similarly, given a formulaϕ

from L, t(ϕ) is obtained by replacing the occurrences of duration terms inϕ by their
corresponding flexible constants.

The translationt from L into LITL defined above is obviously invertible up to the
propositional equivalence of state expressions. Now, given aDC languageL, let the
theoryITLL in LITL have thet-translations of the axiomsDC0, DC1, DC2′, DC3′

andDC4′ as its axioms:
(DC0ITL) ` = 0 ⇒ `[S] = 0
(DC1ITL) `[0] = 0
(DC2′ITL) `[S1] = 0 ∨ `[S2] = ` ⇒ `[S1⇒S2] = `
(DC3′ITL) `[S1] = ` ∧ `[S2] = 0 ⇒ `[S1⇒S2] = 0
(DC4′ITL) (`[S] = x; `[S] = y) ⇒ `[S] = x + y

whereS, S1 andS2 range over the set of state expressions inL. Let ITLL be also
closed under thet-translation of the ruleω′ for every state expressionS:

(ω′ITL)
∀k < ω [

{
`[S]

}k
/R]α

[>/R]α
In the sequel we use the following property oft andITLL:

Proposition 5 A set of formulasΓ in L is satisfiable iffITLL ∪ {t(ϕ) : ϕ ∈ Γ} is
satisfiable.

Remark: A languageL with only finitely many state variables contains finitely many
different state expressions modulo propositional equivalence. Hence the correspond-
ing languageLITL contains finitely many flexible constants of the form`[S] for such
L. That is whyITLL has finitely many instances of its non-logical axiomsDC0ITL,
DC1ITL, DC2′ITL, DC3′ITL andDC4′ITL and ruleω′ITL.

4.2 Craig interpolation for abstract-time DC

Let L1 andL2 beDC languages. LetL0 andL3 be theDC languages based on the
intersection and on the union of the vocabularies ofL1 andL2, respectively. To obtain
Craig interpolation for the abstract-timeDC with the interpolated formulas being im-
plications from formulas inL1 to formulas inL2 and the interpolant being a formula
from L0, we first formulate and prove a specialised Craig interpolation property about
theω-theoriesITLLi , i = 0, 1, 2, 3. In the theorem below we consider interpolation of
implications with their antecedent being a formula inLITL

1 and their succedent being a
formula inLITL

2 by formulas fromLITL
0 . We may assume thatL1 andL2 have finitely

many state variables each. Then the setsLi = {`[S] : S is a state expression inLi},
are finite by Remark 4.1, and, consequently, the languagesL1 andL2 have countably
many formulas each.
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Theorem 6 Letϕ andψ be inLITL
1 andLITL

2 , respectively. LetITLL3 |=ITL ϕ ⇒ ψ.
Letkv < ω, for everyv ∈ L1 ∪ L2. Then there exists a formulaθ in LITL

0 such that

ITLL1 `ITL ϕ ∧ ∧
v∈L1

{
v
}kv ⇒ θ andITLL2 `ITL θ ∧ ∧

v∈L2

{
v
}kv ⇒ ψ.

Lemma 7 Let i ∈ {1, 2}, Γ be a set of formulas fromLITL
i . Let kv < ω, for every

v ∈ Li and{{v
}kv : v ∈ Li} ⊂ Γ. ThenΓ ∪ ITLLi is consistent iff

∆ = Γ ∪ {2DC0ITL, 2DC1ITL,2DC2′ITL, 2DC3′ITL,2DC4′ITL}
is consistent inITL.

Proof: The formulas2DC2′ITL, 2DC3′ITL, 2DC4′ITL are theorems ofITLLi
. Hence

the consistency ofΓ ∪ ITLLi
entails the consistency of∆. For the opposite direction,

assume thatΓ ∪ ITLLi is inconsistent for the sake of contradiction. Then there exists
a proof of⊥ in ITLLi

from Γ. We can eliminate the applications ofω′ITL in such a
proof. Since

{
v
}kv ⇒ ([

{
v
}kv

/R]α ⇒ [>/R]α)

is anITL theorem, every application ofω′ITL can be replaced by two applications of

MP using
{
v
}kv and thekv-th premiss[

{
v
}kv

/R]α of this application ofω′ITL. This
way we obtain anITL proof of⊥ from ∆, which is a contradiction.a

Let C be a countable set of rigid constants, none of which occurs inL3. Let
LITL

i (C) be the extension ofLITL
i by the constants fromC, i = 0, 1, 2, 3.

Definition 8 Let Γ andΓ′ be sets of formulas fromLITL
1 (C) andLITL

2 (C), respec-
tively. A formulaθ from LITL

0 (C) separatesΓ andΓ′, if the sets

Γ ∪ {¬θ} ∪ ITLL1(C) andΓ′ ∪ {θ} ∪ ITLL2(C)

are both inconsistent.Γ andΓ′ are inseparable, if no formulaθ from LITL
0 (C) sepa-

rates them.

Lemma 9 If Γ andΓ′ are inseparable sets of formulas fromLITL
1 andLITL

2 , respec-

tively,{{v
}kv : v ∈ L1} ⊂ Γ and{{v

}kv : v ∈ L2} ⊂ Γ′, thenΓ ∪ Γ′ ∪ ITLL3(C) is
a satisfiable set of formulas fromLITL

3 (C).

Proof: Let 〈ϕi : i < ω〉 and〈ψi : i < ω〉 be fixed enumerations of the formulas from
LITL

1 (C) andLITL
2 (C), respectively. We construct two ascending sequencesΓi and

Γ′i, i < ω, of consistent sets of formulas fromLITL
1 (C) andLITL

2 (C), respectively, so
thatΓi andΓ′i are inseparable and contain formulas with only finitely many constants
from C occurring in them for everyi < ω. Let Γ0 = Γ andΓ′0 = Γ′. GivenΓk andΓ′k
for somek, we defineΓk+1 by considering the cases:

1. Γk ∪ {ϕk} andΓ′k are inseparable.
1a. ϕk is ∃xα for someα from L(C). We choose ac ∈ C which does

not occur inΓk ∪ Γ′k. ThenΓk ∪ {ϕk, [c/x]α} andΓ′k are inseparable too. We put
Γk+1 = Γk ∪ {ϕk, [c/x]α}.
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1b. ϕk is not existential. ThenΓk+1 = Γk ∪ {ϕk}.
2. Γk ∪ {ϕk} andΓ′k are not inseparable. ThenΓk+1 = Γk.

Γ′k+1 is defined symmetrically, usingΓk+1 andΓ′k. Let

Γω =
⋃

k<ω

Γk andΓ′ω =
⋃

k<ω

Γ′k.

Γω andΓ′ω are inseparable maximal consistent sets inLITL
1 (C) andLITL

2 (C), respec-
tively. This follows by a straightforward argument relying on Lemma 7 for the consis-
tency with theω-ruleω′ITL.

Besides, bothΓω andΓ′ω have witnesses inC. That is, for every individual variable
x and formulaϕ from L(C) (L′(C)) such that∃xϕ ∈ Γω (∃xϕ ∈ Γ′ω) there exists a
c ∈ C such that[c/x]ϕ ∈ Γω ([c/x]ϕ ∈ Γ′ω).

SinceΓω andΓ′ω are inseparable, they contain the same formulas fromLITL
0 (C).

This means thatΓω ∪ Γ′ω can be used to consistently define a canonical model for
LITL

1 (C) ∪ LITL
2 (C). See [Dut95] or [Gue98] for details on this construction. This

model will obviously satisfyITLL1(C) andITLL2(C), because they are subsets ofΓω

andΓ′ω, respectively, and can be straightforwardly enriched to satisfy the remaining
theorems ofITLL3(C) by defining appropriate interpretations of`[S] for state expres-
sionsS built using state variables from bothL1 andL2. This entails thatΓ ∪ Γ′ ∪
ITLL3(C) is satisfiable.a
Proof:[of Theorem 6)] Now let

Γ = {ϕ} ∪ {{v
}kv : v ∈ L1} andΓ′ = {¬ψ} ∪ {{v

}kv : v ∈ L2}.
For the sake of contradiction, assume that no formulaθ0 with the properties stated

in the theorem forθ exists inLITL
0 (C). Then Γ and Γ′ are inseparable. Hence

{ϕ,¬ψ} ∪ ITLL3(C) is satisfiable by Lemma 9, which contradictsITLL3 |=ITL

ϕ ⇒ ψ. This contradiction means that there exists a formulaθ0 in LITL
0 (C).

Let c1, . . . , ck be the constants fromC which occur in θ0. Let x1, . . . , xk be
some individual variables which do not occur inθ0. Then we can chooseθ to be
∀x1 . . . ∀xk[x1/c1, . . . , xk/ck]θ0, which is a formula inLITL

0 .
a

Corollary 10 (Craig Interpolation for Abstract Time DC ) Let ϕ and ψ be in L1

andL2, respectively. Let|=DC ϕ ⇒ ψ. Let kP < ω for every state variableP in
L3. Then there exists a formulaθ in L0 such that

|=DC

∧
P∈SV (ϕ)

{∫
P

}kP ∧ ϕ ⇒ θ and |=DC

∧
P∈SV (ψ)

{∫
P

}kP ∧ θ ⇒ ψ. (7)

Proof: Let S be a state expression inL3. If an intervalσ can be split intokP subin-
tervals so thatP is constant in each of them for everyP ∈ SV (S), then there are at
most

∑
P∈SV (S)

(kP − 1) internal points ofσ at whichS changes its value. Henceσ can

be split into at mostK =
∑

P∈SV (S)

(kP − 1) + 1 subintervals such thatS is constant in

each of them. Then

|=DC

∧
P∈SV (S)

{∫
P

}kP ⇒ {∫
S

}K
(8)
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and the corollary follows from Theorem 6 aboutt(ϕ), t(ψ) andk`[S] = K, and Propo-
sition 5.a

4.3 Projection-related interpolation in abstract-timeDC

We reduce projection-related interpolation to Craig interpolation. The reduction relies
on the expressibility of projection inDC formulas which are built using only state vari-
ables,̀ and rigid non-logical symbols which was first established in [Hun99]. Every
suchDC formula can be transformed into an equivalent projection-free formula in the
same language using the equivalences:

|=DC ([`/x0,
∫

S1/x1, . . . ,
∫

Sn/xn]ϕ/H) ⇔ (9)

[
∫

H/x0,
∫

(S1 ∧H)/x1, . . . ,
∫

(Sn ∧H)/xn]ϕ for rigid ϕ; (10)

|=DC (ϕ ∨ ψ/H) ⇔ (ϕ/H) ∨ (ψ/H); (11)

|=DC ((ϕ;ψ)/H) ⇔ ((ϕ/H); (ψ/H)); (12)

|=DC (¬ϕ/H) ⇔ ¬(ϕ/H); (13)

|=DC (∃xϕ/H) ⇔ ∃x(ϕ/H). (14)

Every projection-free formulaχ can be represented in the form

[`/x0,
∫

S1/x1, . . . ,
∫

Sn/xn]α,

whereα contains only rigid non-logical symbols. A simple induction on the construc-
tion of α using the equivalences (10)-(14) shows that

|=DC ([`/x0,
∫

S1/x1, . . . ,
∫

Sn/xn]α/H) ⇔ (15)

[
∫

H/x0,
∫

(S1 ∧H)/x1, . . . ,
∫

(Sn ∧H)/xn]α. (16)

This means that the elimination of(./H) from (χ/H) for projection-freeχ can be
obtained by the replacement (10) of duration terms known to work for rigid formulas.
The variablesx0, . . . , xn are just place holders in (16). The restriction not to substitute
rigid variables by flexible terms is irrelevant here.

Now let L be the language of the formulasϕ andψ, the state expressionH and
the formulasχ from Φ in (2). LetL be a finite set of state variables in the vocabulary
of L. Let SV (H) ∩ L = ∅ andSV (χ) ⊆ L for χ ∈ Φ. Let P ′, P ∈ L be some
fresh state variables and the formulaψ′ from (2) be[P ′/P : P ∈ L]ψ. For the sake
of generality, we allowψ′ andϕ to have state variables in common out ofL. Let (2),
which we intend to interpolate, be valid.

The formulas fromΦ in (2) can be assumed projection-free, because of the express-
ibility of projection. Hence we can assume that (2) is of the form

( ∧
α∈A

2∀
(

[`/x0,
∫

S1/x1, . . . ,
∫

Sn/xn]α ⇔
[`/x0,

∫
S′1/x1, . . . ,

∫
S′n/xn]α

)
/H

)
⇒ (ϕ ⇒ ψ′),
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where the formulasα ∈ A contain no flexible non-logical symbols andS1, . . . , Sn are
all the state expressions occurring in the formulas fromΦ. Now (16) implies that this
is equivalent to

∧
α∈A

2∀
(

[
∫

H/x0,
∫

(S1 ∧H)/x1, . . . ,
∫

(Sn ∧H)/xn]α ⇔
[
∫

H/x0,
∫

(S′1 ∧H)/x1, . . . ,
∫

(S′n ∧H)/xn]α

)
⇒ (ϕ ⇒ ψ′),

Since

|=DC

∧
P∈SV (Si)

2(
∫

P ∧H =
∫

P ′ ∧H) ⇒ 2(
∫

Si ∧H =
∫

S′i ∧H).

i = 1, . . . , n, and

|=DC

n∧
i=1

2(
∫

Si ∧H =
∫

S′i ∧H) ⇒
(

[
∫

H/x0,
∫

(S1 ∧H)/x1, . . . ,
∫

(Sn ∧H)/xn]α ⇔
[
∫

H/x0,
∫

(S′1 ∧H)/x1, . . . ,
∫

(S′n ∧H)/xn]α

)
,

the validity of (2) implies

|=DC

∧
P∈L

2(
∫

P ∧H =
∫

P ′ ∧H) ⇒ (ϕ ⇒ ψ′).

Now letQP , P ∈ L, be fresh state variables. Let us introduce the substitution

s0  [(H ∧QP ) ∨ (¬H ∧ P )/P, (H ∧QP ) ∨ (¬H ∧ P ′)/P ′ : P ∈ L]. (17)

A direct check shows that|=DC s0(
∫

P ∧H =
∫

P ′ ∧H). Hence

|=DC s0ϕ ⇒ s0ψ
′.

Now we can apply Craig interpolation (Corollary 10) to this formula. The only state
variables that the formulass0ϕ ands0ψ

′ have in common are the newly introduced
QP , P ∈ L, the state variables fromSV (H), and the state variables from(SV (ϕ) ∩
SV (ψ)) \ L. Let M beSV (H) ∪ (SV (ϕ) ∩ SV (ψ)) \ L. Let

L1 = {P, QP : P ∈ L} ∪M andL2 = {P ′, QP : P ∈ L} ∪M.

Let kQ < ω for every state variableQ ∈ L1 ∪L2. Then Corollary 10 entails that there
exists a formulaθ0 built using the state variablesQP , P ∈ L, the state variables from
M , and possibly some rigid symbols such that

|=DC

∧
Q∈L1

{∫
Q

}kQ ∧ s0ϕ ⇒ θ0 and |=DC

∧
Q∈L2

{∫
Q

}kQ ∧ θ0 ⇒ s0ψ
′. (18)

Let us introduce the substitution

s  [(H ∧ P )/QP : P ∈ L]. (19)

Lemma 11 Every state expression insθ0 is propositionally equivalent to one of the
form

H ∧ U ∨ ¬H ∧ V,

whereSV (V ) ⊆ M .
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Proof: Let S be a state expression occurring inθ0. We may assume thatS is in dis-
junctive normal form and every elementary conjunction in it contains all the variables
QP , P ∈ L. Let S+ be the disjunction of all the elementary conjunctions inS which
contain at least one positive occurrence of a variable from amongQP , P ∈ L. Let S+

be0, if there are no such elementary conjunctions. The rest of the elementary conjunc-
tions inS have the formV ∧ ∧

P∈L

¬QP , whereSV (V ) ⊆ M . Hence their disjunction

has a propositional equivalent in this form too. This means thatS is equivalent to the
state expressionS+ ∨ V ∧ ∧

P∈L

¬QP for some appropriate suchV .

Considers(S+ ∨ V ∧ ∧
P∈L

¬QP ). Sinces replaces at least one positive occurrence

of a variable from amongQP , P ∈ L, by a corresponding conjunctionH ∧ P in each
disjunctive member ofS+, sS+ is equivalent to a state expression of the formH ∧ Z.
FurthermoresV is V , becauseSV (V ) is disjoint with the domain ofs, ands

∧
P∈L

¬QP

is equivalent to¬H ∨H ∧ ∧
P∈L

¬P . HencesS is equivalent to a state expression of the

form H ∧ (
Z ∨ V ∧ ∧

P∈L

¬P
) ∨ ¬H ∧ V , which matches that stated in the lemma.a

Lemma 12 The formulasθ0 is equivalent to a formulaθ with the syntax

θ ::= ⊥ | R(t, . . . , t) | (α/H) | θ ⇒ θ | (θ; θ) | ∃xθ (20)

whereα stands for arbitrary formulas,R stands rigid relation symbols, and the terms
t satisfySV (t) ⊆ M .

Proof: Let
∫

S occur insθ0. ThenS has the formsT , where
∫

T occurs inθ. Lemma
11 implies thatS has an equivalent of the formH ∧U ∨¬H ∧V , whereSV (V ) ⊆ M .
Obviously|=DC

∫
S =

∫
(H ∧U) +

∫
(¬H ∧ V ). Hencesθ0 has an equivalent where

every duration termt is either of the form
∫

H ∧U or satisfiesSV (t) ⊆ M . Using the
predicate logic equivalences

R(t1, . . . , tn) ⇔ ∃x1 . . . ∃xn

(
R(x1, . . . , xn) ∧

n∧
i=1

xi = ti
)

(21)

and

y = f(t1, . . . , tn) ⇔ ∃x1 . . . ∃xn

(
y = f(x1, . . . , xn) ∧

n∧
i=0

xi = ti
)
, (22)

wherex1, . . . , xn 6∈ FV (t1), . . . , FV (tn), an equivalent tosθ0 can be obtained where
every duration terms occur in atomic formulas of the formx =

∫
S only. Using that

|=DC x =
∫

(H ∧ U) ⇔ (x =
∫

U/H), an equivalent tosθ0 can be obtained where
only state variables fromM can appear out of the scope of a projection ontoH. This
entails the lemma.a

Now let us apply the substitutions to the implications (18). A direct check shows
thatss0ϕ is equivalent toϕ. Hence

|=DC

∧
Q∈M

{∫
Q

}kQ ∧ ∧
P∈L

{∫
P

}kP ∧ ∧
P∈L

{∫
(H ∧ P )

}kQP ∧ ϕ ⇒ sθ0. (23)
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Furthermore,s[P/P ′ : P ∈ L]s0ψ
′ is equivalent toψ, ands[P/P ′ : P ∈ L]θ0 is sθ0,

becauseP ′ 6∈ SV (θ0), P ∈ L. Hence

|=DC

∧
Q∈M

{∫
Q

}kQ ∧ ∧
P∈L

{∫
P

}kP ′ ∧ ∧
P∈L

{∫
(H ∧ P )

}kQP ∧ sθ0 ⇒ ψ. (24)

The formulas (23) and (24) are valid for arbitrary systems of natural numberskQ,
Q ∈ L1 ∪ L2. Let kP ′ = kP andkQP

= kP +
∑

Q∈SV (H)

(kQ − 1), P ∈ L. Then (8)

from the proof of Corollary 10 implies that

|=DC

∧
Q∈L∪M

{∫
Q

}kQ ⇒ {∫
(H ∧ P )

}kQP

for P ∈ L, which allows (23) and (24) to be simplified to

|=DC

∧
Q∈L∪M

{∫
Q

}kQ ∧ ϕ ⇒ sθ0 and |=DC

∧
Q∈L∪M

{∫
Q

}kQ ∧ sθ0 ⇒ ψ, (25)

respectively. Having in mind the syntax (20) obtained forsθ0 in Lemma 12, this entails
the following theorem:

Theorem 13 (Projection - related interpolation in abstract - timeDC ) Let (2) be
valid. LetkP < ω for every state variableP ∈ L. Then there exists a formulaθ with
the restricted syntax (20) from Lemma 12 which satisfies

|=DC

∧
Q∈L∪M

{∫
Q

}kQ ∧ ϕ ⇒ θ and |=DC

∧
Q∈L∪M

{∫
Q

}kQ ∧ θ ⇒ ψ.

Replacing subformulas of the interpolantθ which occur on the right sides of⇔ in the
equivalences (10)-(14), (21) and (22) by the corresponding formulas on the left sides
of⇔ can be used to combine bigger parts ofθ into the scope of single projections onto
H. Transforming the entire interpolant into the form(β/H) can be prevented by the
occurrences of subformulas of the formx =

∫
V , if variables fromM occur inV .

Such (sub)formulas may have no equivalents of the form(β/H). Interpolants with no
such equivalent cannot be avoided in general. An example is the implication

(2(dP e ⇔ dP ′e)/H) ⇒ (
∫

(¬P ) +
∫

P = x ⇒ ∫
(¬P ′) +

∫
P ′ = x),

in which(2(dP e ⇔ dP ′e)/H) ⇒ occurs just to match the syntax (2). One interpolant
for it which fulfills the conditions of Theorem 13 is the formula

∫
(¬H)+

∫
H = x, or

simply ` = x. This means that putting the entire interpolant in a single occurrence of
the context([ ]/H), which contains

∧
χ∈Φ

2∀(χ ⇔ χ′) from (2), is sometimes impossi-

ble.

5 Interpolation in the dP e-subset ofDC ∗

In this section we first recall from [Gue00] that Craig interpolation holds for thedP e-
subset ofDC ∗ without restrictions on the variability and establish as a corollary that
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projection-related interpolation holds without such restrictions too. The results in this
section are constructive.

The unary modality callediteration is defined inDC by the clause:
M,σ |= ϕ∗ iff either min σ = max σ, or there existσ1, . . . , σn ∈ I(TM )

such thatσ1; . . . ;σn = σ andM,σi |= ϕ, i = 1, . . . , n.
Iteration is also theKleene starassociated with(.; .), ∨ and` = 0. It was introduced
to DC in [HJ96]. DC ∗ is the extension ofDC by this operator.Positive iteration(.)+

can be defined inDC ∗ by puttingϕ+  (ϕ;ϕ∗).

5.1 ThedP e-subset ofDC ∗

ThedP e-subset ofDC ∗ is defined by the BNF

ϕ ::= ⊥ | ` = 0 | dSe | ϕ ⇒ ϕ | (ϕ; ϕ) | ϕ∗

Validity is decidable in thedP e-subset ofDC ∗. A decision procedure was first pre-
sented in [ZCS93]. Every formula in thedP e-subset ofDC ∗ is equivalent to one with
the syntax

ϕ ::= ⊥ | ` = 0 | dSe | ϕ ∨ ϕ | (ϕ;ϕ) | ϕ∗ (26)

This is essentially a corollary to Lemma 9 from [ZCS93]. Given a state expressionS,

(∃k < ω)(I, σ |= {∫
S

}k), which follows from the finite variability ofλτ.Iτ (S), can
be written using adP e-subset formula asI, σ |= (dSe ∨ d¬Se)∗.

5.2 Craig interpolation

Let 〈F, I〉, σ |= ∃Pϕ be defined by the condition

〈F, If
P 〉, σ |= ϕ for somef : TF → {0, 1} with the finite variability property.

Proposition 14 Let the formulaϕ have the syntax (26). Then∃Pϕ is equivalent to a
formula with the same syntax, which can be constructed fromϕ using the state vari-
ables ofϕ with the exception ofP .

Proof: Induction on the construction ofϕ, using theDC ∗ equivalence

|=DC∗ ∃P dSe ⇔ (d[0/P ]Se ∨ d[1/P ]Se)+

and the distributivity of∃P over∨ and(.; .). a

Theorem 15 (Craig interpolation for the dP e-subset ofDC ∗) Letϕ andψ be in the
dP e-subset ofDC ∗. Let |=DC∗ ϕ ⇒ ψ. Then a formulaθ in thedP e-subset ofDC ∗

can be constructed using state variables fromSV (ϕ) ∩ SV (ψ) only, such that

|=DC∗ ϕ ⇒ θ and |=DC∗ θ ⇒ ψ.

Proof: Let SV (ϕ) \SV (ψ) be{P1, . . . , Pn}. Thenθ can be chosen to be a quantifier-
free formula that is equivalent to∃P1 . . . ∃Pnϕ, which can be constructed from an
equivalent ofϕ in the form (26) by Proposition 14.a
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5.3 Projection-related interpolation

Let L be a finite set of state variables in the vocabulary of someDC ∗ languageL. Let
P ′, P ∈ L, be some fresh state variables. Letϕ andψ be formulas in thedP e-subset of
L andSV (H)∩L = ∅. LetM beSV (H)∪ (SV (ϕ)∩SV (ψ))\L, like in Subsection
4.3. Consider the formula

(( ∧
P∈L

2(` = 0 ∨ dP ⇔ P ′e))/H
) ⇒ (ϕ ⇒ ψ′), (27)

whereψ′ stands for[P ′/P : P ∈ L]ψ.

Theorem 16 (Projection-related interpolation for thedP e-subset ofDC ∗) If (27) is
valid in DC ∗, then there exists aθ which satisfies

|=DC∗ ϕ ⇒ θ and |=DC∗ θ ⇒ ψ

and has the syntax

θ ::= ⊥ | ` = 0 | dH ∧ Ue | dV e | θ ∨ θ | (θ; θ) | θ∗

whereU stands for arbitrary state expressions andV stands for state expressions sat-
isfyingSV (V ) ⊆ M .

The proof of this theorem is like that of Theorem 13, with an application of Theorem 15
instead of Corollary 10. The proof of Theorem 13 is constructive relative to the applica-
tion of Corollary 10 and Theorem 15 has a constructive proof. Hence projection-related
interpolants in thedP e-subset ofDC ∗ can be constructed too.

6 Craig interpolation and Beth definability in ITL

There is a strong connection between the Craig interpolation property and the equiv-
alence between implicit and explicit definability after Beth. Both hold for classical
first-order logic (cf. e.g. [CK73]), and Beth definability follows from Craig interpo-
lation by a short proof. Craig interpolation implies Beth definability in many modal
logics too. In this section we briefly review the situation withITL andDC . We first
recall the relevant definitions.

Definition 17 Let p be ann-ary relation symbol not in the vocabulary of the first-
order logic languageL. Let ϕ be a formula from the extensionL(p) of L by p. Then
ϕ definesp implicitly, if

|= ϕ ∧ [p′/p]ϕ ⇒ (p(x1, . . . , xn) ⇔ p′(x1, . . . , xn))

wherep′ stands for some freshn-ary relation symbol, andx1, . . . , xn 6∈ FV (ϕ).
Given a set of sentencesT in L(p), a formulaθ from L definesp explicitly, if

T |= ∀x1 . . . ∀xn(p(x1, . . . , xn) ⇔ θ).
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Beth’s definability theorem states that if a formulaϕ defines a relation symbolp implic-
itly, then there exists a formulaθ which definesp implicitly for T being the singleton
containing the universal closure ofϕ. In this form, Beth’s theorem applies to abstract-
timeITL as well. YetITL is a modal system and therefore it admits some other natural
forms of implicit definability too. For instance, we may be interested in defining flex-
ible relation symbols inITL. A flexible relation symbolp can be regarded as defined
implicitly by an ITL formulaϕ, if

|=ITL ϕ ∧ [p′/p]ϕ ⇒ 2(p(x1, . . . , xn) ⇔ p′(x1, . . . , xn)). (28)

A corresponding notion of explicit definability should require the existence of ap-free
formulaθ such that

T |=ITL 2(p(x1, . . . , xn) ⇔ θ). (29)

The following example shows that these two forms of definability are not equivalent in
ITL. Let p andq be0-ary flexible relation symbols. Let

ϕ  ¬(>; q;¬p;>) ∧ ¬(¬(>; q); p;>)

Let M, σ |= ϕ andσ′ ∈ I(TM ), σ′ ⊆ σ. ThenM, σ′ |= p iff M, [τ, min σ′] |= q for
someτ ∈ [min σ,min σ′]. Henceϕ obviously definesp implicitly. In fact, under this
definition,p has the meaning3lq where3l denotes the left neighbourhood modality
of neighbourhood logic (NL, [CH98, BC00]) yet appropriately restricted within the
intervalσ. However,p has no explicit definition of the form (29). The reason is that, in
order to define3lq at some intervalσ′, one needs to refer to subintervals ofσ which
are outsideσ′, which cannot be done inITL, because its modality(.; .) allows only
reference to subintervals.

This situation can be partly remedied by rewriting (28) in the following equivalent
form

|=ITL ϕ ∧ [p′/p]ϕ ⇒
(

(` = z1; p(x1, . . . , xn); ` = z2) ⇔
(` = z1; p′(x1, . . . , xn); ` = z2)

)
,

where the side conditionz1, z2 6∈ FV (ϕ) is added tox1, . . . , xn 6∈ FV (ϕ). Then aθ
can be found such that

|=ITL ϕ ⇒ (θ ⇔ (` = z1; p(x1, . . . , xn); ` = z2)).

For the case of the example,θ can be chosen to be(` = z1 ∧ (>; q);>; ` = z2). Yet
this formula defines explicitly the entire formula(` = z1; p(x1, . . . , xn); ` = z2), and
not justp.

7 A possible interpretation of the results

Interpolation can be understood in the context of formal verification as follows. Let[[S]]
and[[S′]] be formulas which describe the possible behaviours of some simultaneously
running partsS andS′ of a system in terms of their observable signals. Letα andβ
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describe properties of the system’s runs in terms of the signals ofS andS′, respectively.
Then

|= ([[S]] ∧ α) ⇒ ([[S′]] ⇒ β)

means that the propertyα of the behaviour ofS impliesβ about the behaviour ofS′,
because of the two components’ having signals in common. An interpolant for the
above implication can be regarded as an explicit description of the interaction between
S andS′ which makesα causeβ written in terms of the signalsS andS′ share. In
the case of interval-related interpolation we can additionally restrictS andS′ to share
signals within part of the considered runs only, and an interpolant is a description of
whatS does whenα holds to causeβ during that partof the runs. In projection-related
interpolation the part of the runs in question consists of a finite number of intervals
specified by means of the state-expression operand of the respective projection. This
state expression specifies the times at which the two parts are in contact and therefore
their corresponding pairs of signals are equal.

In the case of uniform interpolation the interpolant can be regarded as an explicit
description of all the effects one part of a system can have on whatever other parts
might be connected to this part. Uniform interpolants generally representstrongest
consequencesunder the given restrictions and among the consequences expressible in
the considered language. Unlike interpolants, strongest consequences do not need the
rather strong assumption that a certain implication is valid in order to exist. That is
why they are of greater use, especially if constructible, which is the case in Theorems
15 and 16.

8 Related work

Propositional hybrid logics (see [HyL]) share some technically important features with
first-orderITL. Hybrid logics are characterised by the choice to allow names for in-
dividual possible worlds, individual tuples in accessibility relations and quantification
over these. Such names are known asnominals[Bla93] andconstants[Pas91]. They
make it meaningful to considerHenkin constantsand constructHenkin theoriesin the
languages of hybrid logics which are, in other respects, propositional. It was noticed
in [Pas91] that combinatory dynamic logic, which has constants, allows a Henkin-style
model existence theorem to be obtained using a single maximal Henkin theory of for-
mulas to construct all the necessary possible worlds, instead of using a set consisting
of (possibly all) such theories in the respective vocabulary. Named pairs of possi-
ble worlds as in [Pas91] can be identified with the pairs of endpoints of intervals in
ITL. The flexible constant̀ of first-orderITL enables the selection of individual time
points as witnesses for the satisfaction of formulas built usingITL’s chop modality.
This bringsITL expressive power similar to that due to nominals in hybrid logics.
The model existence theorem for abstract time first-orderITL can be proved using a
construction based on a single Henkin theory too. This suggests a strong analogy be-
tween first-orderITL and hybrid logics and, for instance combinatory dynamic logic.
The constructions from Henkin-style model existence theorems can be recognised in
model-theoretic proofs of Craig interpolation (see, e.g., the proof in [CK73]). The
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proof of interval-related interpolation forITL in [Gue01] is built after that of Craig
interpolation in [CK73]. It is natural to find strong analogies between the proofs of in-
terpolation theorems for propositional hybrid logics and first-orderITL. The purpose
of the interpolation theorems in this paper is to show a possibility to restrict inter-
polants in a way which is different from that in Craig’s theorem, more flexible than
that in [Gue01] and possibly useful. Analogies between hybrid logic interpolation and
interval- and projection-related interpolation can be sought here too. To do this, first
note that both the context for interval-related interpolation from [Gue01] and projection
onto a fixed stateH define modalities with serial and functional accessibility relations.
The recent work [BM03] on Craig interpolation in first-order hybrid logic is particu-
larly interesting, because the approach in it is constructive (proof-theoretic). That paper
makes special emphasis on the inspiration drawn from [Fit02, AM03].

As pointed before,(.; .) is introspective. Neighbourhood logic hasexpandingmodal-
ities to access intervals outside the reference interval and admits a form of interval-
related interpolation where a corresponding antecedent specifies that certain formulas
are equivalent to their counterparts written using the other copy of the considered vo-
cabulary everywhere in the past relative to a certain time point. Accordingly, inter-
polants are also restricted to specify properties of the past relative to that time point
[Gue01].

9 Concluding remarks

ThedP e∗-subset ofDC has the same expressive power as that of the propositional sub-
set of discrete-timeITL with the truth values of the propositional variables restricted
to depend on the beginnings of reference intervals, and to that of regular expressions.
Proposition 14 can be reformulated in terms of appropriate homomorphisms on the reg-
ular languages involved in the decidability argument for thedP e∗-subset in [ZCS93].
That is why the constructivity and uniformity of interpolation here is natural to expect.
A careful examination of projection-related interpolation can lead to regular language
theory counterparts too. This emphasises the gap between the decidable subsets of
DC , where automata-theoretic decision procedures are readily available, and the full
first-order systems ofITL andDC , where abstraction can be handled using flexible
constant, function and relation symbols.

In the first-order case, interpolation and its failure are interesting for the account
of the correspondence between explicit and implicit definability they give, the way
these notions are known from first-order predicate logic, yet in the case of the temporal
first-order systemITL and its extensionDC . The failure of interpolation means that
implicit definitions inDC can be more expressive than explicit ones, unless somehow
restricted. The counterexample to interpolation can be viewed as arigorousmotivation
for resorting to the state-variable-binding quantifier∃ in DC as known from [Pan95],
because it obviously contributes to the possibility to interpolate and, consequently, de-
fine explicitly in DC . Even with this quantifier the correspondence between implicit
and explicit definability inITL still has some limits, as it was shown in Section 6.
The formula (4) has the interpolant(` = 2)+ in DC ∗. The effect of most of the ex-
tending operators forITL andDC on interpolation seems largely unknown. Providing
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a flexible formulation of a general interval-related interpolation theorem by means of
projection is perhaps the most outstanding idea in this paper. Projection is relevant to
specification byDC in various other ways too.
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